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his essays will serve a useful purpose in showing bow indelible a mark
the Greeks and Romans have left on the industrial and commercial life
of the modern world. 0. A. J. S.

No one, perhaps, has done more than Dr. J. P. MabjLffy in bridging
th« chasm between special research and the general public, in bnnging
the study of antiquity into connexion with wide human interests; and
it would be ungracious of the learned world to grudge a larger circle
some part of his tune, and not rather admire his singular gift for popular
exposition. In the five lecture*, delivered before an American audience,
on The Progrtu of Reiiemtm w Alexander's Empirs (London: Fisher
Unwin, 1906), Dr. Mahaffy gives a sketch of the rise and expansion of
the Macedonian power and the salient features of the Hellenistic age, in
his well-known lively manner, and with such running comments as are
most calculated to make it close and living to the ordinary man of to-day.
The title of the book might possibly raise a hope that we had before us
researches into the really obscure questions, where and how far Greek
culture penetrated the alien world conquered by Alexander. We may
say at onoe that iraoh research lay outside the scope proposed. Dr.
Mahafiy confines himself here to facts thai lie along the high road.
Treatment so lummary ai the circumstances demand necessarily gives
here and there a certain indistinctness of focus. This is mainly BO in
reference* to the contemporary Judaism. The Sadducees, the ' people of
dry Mosaic orthodoxy,' are hardly seen distinct from the pre-Maccabe&n
Hellenists of whom anything bat Mosaic orthodoxy can be predicated.
The statement, again, that wems to identify the party of Herod with the
Sadducees might be thought to need reconsideration in view of the fact
that the old bigh-priestly arisiocraoy were Herod's bitterest foes, whilst
the two most prominent Pharisaic doctors of the day found acceptance
at bis court. Suoh occasional indistinctness does not, however, detract
appreciably from tha general luminousneas of the pioture, from the
inspiriting verve and freshness which _we learut long ago to associate
with Dr. Mahaffy'i utterances and which show no signs of failing.

E. B.

Mr. h. Pallan's book on The Churoh of the Fathert, boing an ontlino of
the history of the ohorch from A.D. OB to 461 (London . Eirington, 1004),
is wntt«n for ecclecaatical itadentf and derived almost entirely from eccle-
siastical sources. The author has taken pains to avail himself of the most
recent sources of information (he q u < ^ Professor Bury'a recently published
papers on St. Patrick in this Beview); he endeavours to draw to scale and
to trace the relations of political to ecclesiastical events, and be Woe to group
as a whole the character and the systems of some of the chief leaders in
early Christian thought and polioy. But the principle of regarding any
movement or idea as a ' perversion' that is not strictly on the lines of
catholic orthodoxy, and of seeing much matter for congratulation and
very little for regret in everything done or left undone by the early
champions of the causes that ultimately prevailed, is likely to deter any
readers who are not pretty much of the author's own way of thinking.
This fact does not diminish the debt of those who are not BO deterred
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